Call for Submissions to volume 35 2021

The Australian and New Zealand Maritime Law Journal publishes significant works of scholarship that make original contributions to different fields of maritime law and invites submissions for volume 35, which will be published in two issues in 2021.

The journal is an open access journal with full access to the current volume and to past volumes in the archive. Access is through the journal website at: http://ssl.law.uq.edu.au/journals/index.php/maritimejournal/index

The Journal is administered by the Maritime and Shipping Law Unit (MASLU), at the School of Law, University of Queensland, Australia. MASLU brings together academics with specialisations across the entire spectrum of maritime law.

The submission deadline for refereed articles for volume 1 is 1 May 2021 and volume 2 is 1 October 2021.

The submission deadline for book reviews and case notes for volume 1 is 1 June 2021 and volume 2 is 1 November 2021.

Submission must be made online through the Journal’s website at: http://ssl.law.uq.edu.au/journals/index.php/maritimejournal/index

Registration is required for submission, and the Register link can be found at the top of the homepage for the journal. The journal's Privacy Statement assures readers that their name and email address will not be used for other purposes and can be accessed prior to Registration through the Homepage.

The Journal does not accept articles that have been, or will be, published elsewhere, either in identical or substantially similar form.

For further information please contact:

Professor Craig Forrest
General Editor, Australian and New Zealand Maritime Law Journal
Director, Marine and Shipping Law Unit
School of Law
University of Queensland
St. Lucia, Qld 4072
Australia

c.forrest@law.uq.edu.au
+61 (0)7 3346 9027